You DON’T Want a DRAGON!

Storytime Kit

Spot the Difference
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Imagine THE pet for you.
Now show everyone how fabulous they are!

(Optional: use glitter and/or stickers to make your new pet really sparkle.)
What You’ll Need

• Scissors
• Construction paper
• String or ribbon
• Glue
• Crayons
• Hole Punch

Instructions

1. Cut out the wing and tail stencils.
2. Trace the wing stencil onto two sheets of construction paper.
3. Cut out the traced wings.
4. Trace the tail stencil onto a sheet of construction paper.
5. Cut out the traced tail.
6. Glue the flat ends of the wings to the top of the tail, with the tail on top.
7. Color and decorate the wings and tail however you like.
8. Punch two holes in each wing, as shown on stencil.
9. Loop two pieces of string through holes and tie to fit.
10. WAG, DIG, and SCOOT to your heart’s content.